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Introduction
Humanity confronts a multidimensional, global crisis that seriously threatens human
societies at large and our life-supporting biosphere. World development is on an
unsustainable track. Global sustainability is a vision of a world, where poverty is ending, all
lives are transformed, and the planet is protected. – The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development (SD), adopted in 2015, addresses vital global issues which all have to be
solved. It comprises 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs), and represents a big step
forward on a long road toward global sustainability. The SDG Framework offers an
indispensable platform for this journey, and implementation of the goals has been brought
in the fore through a number of targets specifying each goal.

Against this background it is worth scrutinizing the 2030 Agenda, in order to identify
strengths and weaknesses of the SDG Framework in relation to implementation of the goals
and to attaining sustainable development. Since 2015, initiatives on many levels have been
devoted to the application of diverse implementation approaches, and by 2017 a number of
countries presented to the High Level Political Forum (HLPF) 1 implementation plans for
realizing the SDGs at the national level. They all attempt to integrate the three dimensions
of sustainability, and – taking point of departure in the SDG goals and targets – try to cope
with the numerous possible interaction among these goals and targets, while at the same
time acknowledging that the SDGs constitute an integrated entirety, requiring a holistic
approach in developing implementation strategies.
The paper discusses the theoretical underpinning of the concept of sustainable
development, especially in relation to follow-up and review, including ex post evaluation of
progress. The purpose is to explore methodological aspects of applied approaches to the
implementation process, e.g. ways to unravel possible interactions among the numerous
SDGs and targets, and to assess trade-offs between interventions. – The aim is to go beyond
various interpretations of sustainable development, by exploring how they perceive and
approach implementation of the goals, taking the complexity of this comprehensive task
into account. The paper takes a special interest in addressing the theoretical economic
underpinning of the 2030 Agenda.

The structure is as follows: Section 1 sketches briefly the background and content of the
2030 Agenda and the reason why the SDG Framework can be seen as an indispensable
common platform for promotion of sustainable development, nationally and globally. The
next section examines some critical voices contesting the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs from
diverse perspectives. Critics address e.g. internal inconsistencies, unaddressed issues and
the underpinning economic model. Section 3 presents some general considerations on the
process from goals to implementation. Section 4 examines the significance of the three
dimensions of sustainability, mentions the political and the instrumental side of the 2030
Agenda, and outlines briefly diverse interpretations of sustainable development, including
_________________________
1 High Level Political Forum for Sustainable Development, a body under UN’s ECOSOC
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such based on ecological economics and complexity economics. Some concluding remarks
are found in Section 5.

1

The Sustainable Development Goals: a big leap forward

In September 2015 the UN General Assembly notably adopted the Agreement Transforming
our World: The 2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development, 2 containing the Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs). In a way this event signifies a renewal of the vision of
sustainability, and represents a temporary culmination of a conceptual evolution over 25
years of sustainable development (SD), – a key term appearing in the Rio Declaration (1992).
This declaration lists 27 principles intended to guide future SD around the world, but as an
entity it is not very specific about the content of SD. During the period however, the concept
has played an important role as bearer of general values ascribed to inter alia economic,
social and environmental aspects of societal changes. The instrumental side of SD has most of
the time in the period played a less dominant role, until 2015. With the adoption of the 2030
Agenda this changed significantly: The sustainability vision became specified through 17
goals appointing key thematic areas, and the implementation aspect came into the fore
through 169 action prescriptive targets.

Since 2015, a wide spectrum of parties engaged in the sustainability issue regard these goals
as an eminent platform for countries for setting a common course aimed at attaining
sustainable development at national and global level. – The Agenda framework has until now
gained much more public attention than its predecessor on global action within the UN, the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs, 2000-2015), – due to e.g. a more holistic approach
and expansion of scope and organization. Some decisive features of the 2030 Agenda are:
•

•

•

•

2030 Agenda constitutes a universal agenda (time frame 2015–2030). All
countries should in this context be regarded as ‘developing countries’
The SDGs act as joint frame of reference for countries, although their present state
in terms of relevant knowledge, institutional back-up, and level of progress differ
significantly
There is a common understanding, that national governments – formally
responsible for realizing the SDGs within their own territory – will not be able to
attain the national tasks alone. It is necessary, that all categories of actors at all
levels – local authorities, business world, civil society organizations (CSOs),
scientific communities, and other stakeholders – are mobilized and that they
contribute
A special UN body was formed in 2013, named ‘the high-level political forum
(HLPF) on sustainable development’. HLPF is working under the auspices of
ECOSOC and is the United Nations central platform for follow-up and review of the

_________________________
2 United Nations (2015)
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2030 Agency, incl. the Sustainable Development Goals, and the forum provides for
the full and effective participation of all States Members of the United Nations and
States members of specialized agencies.

The present activity emanating from the SDGs concerns follow-up on realizing the goals. The
implementation of the SDGs represents an enormous challenge in terms of extent and
urgency, and it involves governments, businesses, financial institutions, academia, local
authorities, the education sector, civil society organizations, social and environmental
movements, and other stakeholders. There is a call for promoting adequate political decisions
and launching effective, practical actions at all levels. The 17 SDGs and the 169 targets should
all be achieved, while they comprise a complex network of interacting objectives and must be
treated as a whole. Thus a crucial task for all actors is to ensure, that pursuing one single goal
does not occur at the expense of one or several of the other goals. This issue is addressed by
e.g. Barbier and Burgess (2017).
Many countries have developed – or are in the process of preparing – action plans for
realizing their part of the SDG-implementation. This work will typically include application of
adequate indicators for each of the targets in order to make it possible for national
authorities and international institutions to evaluate progress. In many countries this task
requires production of new statistical material. The UN assists countries in establishing
national readiness to provision and use of indicators in their SDG action plans.

An important tool in the SDG implementation is the availability of a joint and universally
applicable Indicator Framework, directly related to the SDGs via the targets. The UN Statistical
Commission is engaged in developing such a framework, assisted by the Inter-Agency and
Expert Group on SDG Indicators – the IAEG-SDG. The work was from the outset organized by
associating one or more indicator(s) to each of the 169 targets in the 2030 Agenda. The
present version of the framework includes a list consisting of 232 generally agreed
indicators. 3 The framework was presented to the UN Statistical Commission by March 2017.

Status of the UN-lead engagement in the implementation work is that 44 countries in July
2017 presented their so called Voluntary National Contribution (VNC) to the SDGimplementation process at a meeting of the high-level political forum (HLPF), under the
auspices of ECOSOC. Similar meetings are scheduled to take place over the next years with
new groups of countries.

_________________________
3 The complete list of the 232 indicators, cf. Inter-Agency and Expert Group on Sustainable

Development (2017).
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2

Some critical voices

It came as a surprise to many sceptics that 193 heads of state in 2015 adopted the agreement
on the UN 2030 Agenda and the SDGs. Furthermore, many influential international
organizations and other parties, including international economic institutions and
international financial institutions, have welcomed the agreement. Having observed this, it is
important to acknowledge, that there exists a broad and diverse landscape of organizations
and individuals with a critical stand to the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs. The spectrum of critics
is stretching from voices that present unfavourable judgements of certain specific conceptual
weaknesses, to more general criticism concerning e.g. politically sensitive issues or the
systemic context in which the SDGs are embedded. The spectrum also encompasses radical
positions that express pure rejection or even ridicule of the entire SDG-approach. 4 – Thus it is
necessary be cautious and accurate in selecting those critics, which deserve attention.
There are objections that address some more or less obvious internal tensions between two
or more of the SDGs, and questions are raised concerning how to reconcile such opposed
goals. As an example take the trade-off between SDG-1 (End poverty in all its forms,
everywhere) and SDG-10 (Reduce inequality within and among countries). – Poverty
reduction has to address even extreme poverty for all (cf. target 1.1). If the number of people
living below the international poverty line (1.25 USD pr. day, 2005 level) should be lifted
above this line, the world GDP has to increase 15-fold, according to (theoretical) scenarios
that describe conditions reflecting economic growth rates and inequality trends from the last
30 years. 5, 6 Taking into account the extremely low efficiency of the world economy in terms
of wealth distribution (cf. the debate on ‘the top 1%’), it seems obvious that business-as-usual
economic strategies leaves SDG-1 and SDG-10 in considerable conflict, and further reinforces
the requirement to decouple natural resource use and economic growth (to be addressed
later). Such issues have to be solved and require new economic strategies and other
measures.

Another type of criticism of the SDGs is of a more subtle character, which might be described
as unaddressed issues. An example is the role of the financial sector and the structural
changes in the world economy (the so-called ‘financialization’ of the economy7), that has
taken place over the last decades, driven by e.g. neoliberal ideology, business-friendly fiscal
policies, and insufficient public regulation concerning tax avoidance and tax evasion. 8. These
_________________________

4 e.g. Easterly (2015)

5 cf. Pogge & Lahda (2015); Woodward (2015)

6 The most recent number of the group of people living in extreme poverty is ¾ billion (2013). The
number represents a reduction of global extreme poverty rate from 28 pct. in 1999 to 11 pct. in
2013, cf. United Nations (2017): 16.
7 e.g. Dore (2008)

8 e.g. Martens (2017)
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and other factors imply a growing influence of international financial institutions (IFIs),
mediated through their strategy of giving highest priority to investments with a narrow focus
on creating shareholder value. Thereby IFIs indirectly reduce the volume of investment
capital accessible for broader purposes, including production of common goods, as e.g. lowcarbon energy facilities or promotion of climate–friendly consumer equipment. This
observation is based on status quo, and thus neglects the underlying mechanisms that might
have led to the present situation. Over the years, this change has resulted in relatively
weakened states and larger and more powerful transnational corporations, and the
development implies a shrinking economic and political space available to governments in
securing provision of public goods. This will in the long run counteract and possibly prevent
progress towards sustainability.

Thereby IFIs indirectly reduce the volume of investment capital accessible for broader
purposes, including production of common goods, as e.g. low-carbon energy facilities or
promotion of climate–friendly consumer equipment. This observation is based on status quo,
and thus neglects the underlying mechanisms that might have led to the present situation.
Over the years, this change has resulted in relatively weakened states and larger and more
powerful transnational corporations, and the development implies a shrinking economic and
political space available to governments in securing provision of public goods. This will in the
long run counteract and possibly prevent progress towards sustainability.

A second example: The preamble of the 2030 Agenda states that “We are determined to
protect the planet from degradation, including through sustainable consumption and
production, sustainably managing its natural resources and taking urgent action on climate
change, so that it can support the needs of the present and future generations”. The climate
question is actually addressed within the SDG-framework (SDG-13) – but it is indeed treated
more thoroughly through the special Climate Agreement 9 (adopted by 197 UN member states
at COP 21 in Paris, December 2015). In contrast, the questions concerning planetary
degradation and planetary boundaries, and the needs of future generations are not explicitly
addressed through targets referring to the SDGs. In other contexts the issues of planetary
boundaries and ecological ceiling have been extensively described, 10 but in relation to these
perspectives the 2030 Agenda is rather vague, and is neither analytical helpful nor directly
practically applicable.
Thus, critical planetary degradation and the needs of future generations 11 are cases of
unaddressed issues in relation to the SDGs. And surely, there exist more than these two
examples. However, the intention in this section has been to call attention to the existence of
relevant criticism of the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs, including tensions among the goals, and
to present examples of other goals that could have been worthwhile to include among the
_________________________
9 United Nations (2015c)

10 e.g. Rockström et al. (2009a), Rockström et al. (2009b); Steffen et al. (2015); Raworth (2017)

11 e.g. Read (2012)
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SDGs. This underlines that the 2030 Agenda should not be protected against criticism.

The reader might think, that it is a futile exercise to criticize a broadly covering framework as
the 2030 Agenda, including 17 SDGs specified by 169 targets, for unaddressed issues. Some
considerations on this question are included in the next section.

3

From goals to implementation

This section presents a closer look at the 2030 Agenda Framework, including the SDG’s and
the Indicator Framework, and outlines the underlying interpretation of sustainable
development, with a view to how the documents provides guidance for the transition from
the SDGs to implementation of the goals in practice. The nature and the internal relations of
the main notions – goals, targets, and indicators – are also explored. 12

The three dimensions 13 of sustainable development
Since 1987 the term ‘the three dimensions of SD’ has been established as part of a common
understanding of the vision of sustainable development, expressed in different language, as
e.g.







“ … interaction among three systems: the biological (and other resource) system,
the economic system, and the social system” (Barbier, 1987: 104)
“… integration of environment and development is required in all countries, rich
and poor”. (Brundtland, 1987: 48)
“In order to achieve sustainable development, environmental protection shall
constitute an integral part of the development process, and cannot be considered in
isolation from it” (Rio-declaration: principle 4) 14
“At the core of sustainable development is the need to consider “three pillars”
together: society, the economy and the environment. No matter the context, the
basic idea remains the same – people, habitats and the economic system are interrelated” 15
“The 17 Sustainable Development Goals and the 169 targets … are integrated and
indivisible and balance the three dimensions of sustainable development: the
economic, social and environmental” (2030 Agenda: Preamble)

As will be explained later, these expressions can be seen as representing a certain inter_________________________

12 As a general reference, see United Nation System Task Team (2013).

13 In everyday language and in the sustainability vocabulary the notion of ‘dimension’ reflects a

wide range of diverse meanings, as e.g. system, thematic area, key aspect, policy ‘sphere’, ‘pillar’,
field, scope, etc. These expressions are often used as synonyms.
14 United Nations (1992)

15 Strange & Bayley (2008): 27
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pretation of the notions ‘sustainable development’ and ‘sustainability’. A Venn diagram
illustrating the three dimensions and the perception of sustainable development in relation
to the dimensions is shown in Figure 1 below. .

The conceptual history of SD through the last three decades reflects a requirement for a clear
description of approaches to practical and political implementation of the SD vision, –
approaches that makes it possible meaningfully to exceed the borderlines between the three
dimensions / the three systems. Such approaches are needed for several reasons: to facilitate
deeper insight in transboundary issues, to suggest methods for systematic exploration of
priority options, to evaluate and possibly reconcile potential disputes on priority criteria, and
to create a basis for policy advice related to implementation practice.

At present, the requirement for an implementation approach is emphasized by the 2030
Agenda, where the sustainability vision is detailed through the many goals and
implementation targets. Together with the Indicator Framework this clarification takes the
vision closer to a phase where implementation aspects are in the fore. At the same time it also
represents a significant increase in the degree of complexity as regards possible interactions
between factors within the three systems. This leads to a correspondingly complex landscape
of implementation options and potential priority tensions. Barbier & Burgess (2017) offers an
approach to address this challenge.
Ec

En

Sustainable

Development

S

Figure 1. Venn diagram – a visual or graphical metaphor – illustrating sustainable development as represented
by the area marked as the intersection of the goals attributed to the three dimensions or systems, represented
by three circles [En: environment, Ec: economy, S: society]. (Inspired by Barbier (1987), Barbier and Burgess
(2017), and several other sources)

Goals, targets and indicators 16

The 17 goals are value-oriented and written with high ambitions, and they identify and unfold
important issues, – which is laudable. At the same time, it is important to know the
background: The 2030 Agenda document reveals a comprehensive international agreement,
_________________________
16 Terminology brief: Goals express values and overall policy directions; targets identify not-yetachieved action-oriented objectives associated with specified goals; indicators show ex post
outcome evaluations or measurements
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and it was developed during a creative and consultative process over several years. The
preparatory work has been driven by an expected acceptance and final adoption by a group of
more than 190 decision-makers at the UN General Assembly in 2015. Inevitably such a
document will reflect that the entire context has been taken seriously into account.

This has several implications: One is that some issues deliberately have been left out (and are
thereby staying unaddressed). An example is the question of consequences of global
population dynamics. What is the impact of this phenomenon on the SDGs and their
implementation ? – Another implication is, that through their framing, the goals refrain to a
large extent from targeting deeper, underlying mechanisms that reinforce or even contribute to
cause the identified issues. A concrete example was mentioned previously 17, concerning the
role of the financial sector. There are cases where the SDGs focus on issues that obviously can
be perceived as ‘symptoms’, while root causes are not addressed, – not even mentioned. An
example: SDG-12 (“Ensure sustainable consumption and production”) draws attention to e.g.
“sustainable management and efficient use of natural resources” (target 12.2). No mentioning
of possible natural resource constraints.
The overall picture of the SDGs is a set of goals, all are seriously relevant and absolutely
needed as guidance for attaining sustainable development, but leaving out important issues –
including systemic issues – that might have apparent impact on the anticipated progress of
the 2030 Agenda implementation. In addition, the goals are formulated in rather general
terms and none of them are operational per se. This is the rationale behind supplementing the
goals with targets.

To each goal there are associated several targets, in total 169, i.e. about 10 targets pr. goal in
average. The 169 targets constitute an integrated part of the 2030 Agenda agreement and
they represent important steps on the road from goals toward implementation. They are
meant to unfold the visions of the SDGs by identifying goal aspects along more actionoriented lines. The targets have different forms. Some are numerically specified while others
are verbally expressed in terms of e.g. quality improvement, change in conditions for certain
groups, etc. – Each target serves the aim of challenging preconceptions of what is possible to
attain in relation to the goal in question, taking the context into account. Thus targets have
been formulated with the purpose of balancing idealistic thinking in accordance with the
goals and the perceived reality. All targets are adequately deriving implementation aspects
related to their goals (not unexpectedly), and they comply with the very framing of the goals.
Against this background targets may encourage diverse groups of stakeholders to conduct
concerted action. On the one hand this facilitates ex post monitoring and makes review and
evaluation more concrete. On the other hand, known but neglected aspects and possible
emerging issues will probable not be visible in the monitoring process, and may be forgotten.

The overall picture of the 169 targets is that goals and targets together give a solid basis for
and impetus to promotion of implementation of the SDGs. Though they may leave the reader
_________________________
17 cf. section 2
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with the impression that targets to a large extent address aspects of the issues unfolded by
the goals, that are intrusive, but also are symptom oriented, and that targets only indirectly
refer to possible root causes.

The third group of notions in the two source documents comprises the indicators. The present
version of the Indicator Framework encompasses 232 generally agreed indicators. Indicators
are outcome-oriented and created for tracking progress, globally, locally – and across
countries. Each target is associated with at least one indicator. A few indicators are ascribed
to more than one target. Indicators have to capture the essence of their target, or – in cases
with more indicators pr. target – some of its central aspects. Indicators shall ideally be
measurable, easily interpreted, and adequate data shall be accessible. Regularly (annually)
evaluation or measurement of indicator levels constitutes a basis for useful assessment of
progress in relation to (aspects of) the target in question. Progress in this context is
understood as listing positive as well as negative changes in measured levels.
The close connection between the indicators and the targets ensures an easy access to verbal
or numerical ex post evaluation of whether the outcome of conducted actions represents an
actual move toward that target or not. Together, the goals, targets and indicators constitute a
forceful platform for realizing the vision of sustainable development.
Overview
A wide range of critical problems confronts the world society, and the SDGs and the set of
targets represent a unified and promising attempt to provide a basis for solving these. But the
task to overcome the challenges might seem almost insurmountable. The extent and the
urgency of the actions needed to create transition to sustainability are overwhelming. In that
perspective, the time frame to 2030 seems daunting close. – However, the 2030 Agenda and
the Indicator Framework provide – together with comprehensive, supportive engagement
from several UN bodies – a constructive platform for this grand global enterprise, by
expressing bold goals and precise targets for realizing the goals in practice. Furthermore,
technical assistance, including generally agreed tools for monitoring and on-going evaluation
of progress, is available. – The 2030 Agenda and the Indicator Framework constitute a
backbone for implementation of the SDGs.
Will the 2030 Agenda goals, targets and indicators remain unchanged in the period to 2030?
Hardly. The journey from 2015 to 2030 will probably display many examples of unforeseen
challenges in terms of decisive changes in global conditions. Such changes may concern e.g.
the peace and security architecture, mitigation development, unexpectedly fast and
irreversible ecosystems changes, and other emerging global issues. Events of this character
might invoke adjustments of the 2030 Agenda goals and/or targets and indicators. Similar
considerations can be made in relation to today’s unacknowledged and unaddressed issues
that during the period might gain visibility and general importance in terms of apparent
public and political attention.
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4

The three dimensions, complexity and sustainable development
interpretations

The background for introduction of the terms ‘three dimensions’ and ‘ integration of the three
dimensions’ may be found in the fact, that since the beginning of post-WWII era the discourse
on societal changes in developing as well as developed countries tacitly embraced economic
as well as social progress, and there was no need for explicitly denoting the economic and
social aspects as ‘the two dimensions’ of development, or to formalize a requirement of
‘integration’ of the two. However, from the 1980ies and henceforth the issue of
environmental quality has been broadly acknowledged as a still more decisive factor in
processes of development, locally as well as globally. Since 1987 the concept of ‘development’
in its then meaning has – in many contexts – gradually been replaced by ‘sustainable
development’, and this is highlighted in professional and everyday language through
attention to the three dimensions – the economic, the social and the environmental – and to
the requirement of their integration.
The 2030 Agenda is political as well as analytical/instrumental

The 2030 Agenda continues and reinforces the vision of the 1980s of sustainable
development, – now in a form that more explicit displays the implementation aspect. The
Agenda carries – as most international agreements – two distinct functions: a political and an
analytical/instrumental.

The political importance of the Agenda must not be underestimated. It creates the foundation
for concerted action by the many countries in the world, and similarly for a diversity of actors
within the countries, i.e. governments, local authorities at all levels, business world,
academia, civil society organizations, universities and think tanks, local communities and
citizen groups, individual scholars, etc. The many actors may be encouraged to contribute to a
common worldwide transition to a new development direction for humanity, which is facing
tremendous challenges in terms of extreme poverty and unsustainable development.
Adequate political decisions informed by the vision and described as in the Agenda are much
needed. A further aspect of the political function of the Agenda is that debate on the goals in a
wider non-specialist public can take place on an informed ground, and will contribute to raise
the general awareness in still larger parts of the populations in all countries of the urgent
need for realizing sustainable development and the longer-term prospects.
The analytical/instrumental function of the Agenda lies in its potential to provide guidance to
implementation of the vision in practice, supported by the Indicator Framework to facilitate
monitoring and progress evaluation. Ever since the UN Conference on Environment and
Development (Rio 1992) 18 there has been a pronounced request for a unified framework that
could enhance the operational aspects of the vision of sustainability, including proposed
methods for assessing interactions between different factors ascribed to the three
_________________________
18 United Nations (1992)
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dimensions. 19 Successful global and local implementation requires a common interpretation
of the 2030 Agenda and a common approach to promotion of the many targets by concrete
action. The enormous task of implementation takes its point of departure in the toolbox
consisting of SDGs, targets and indicators. In this light the 2030 Agenda provides a relatively
effective guidance.
Systemic approach to implementation; hierarchy between dimensions

In a previous section the following statement from the Agenda preamble was quoted: “The 17
Sustainable Development Goals and the 169 targets … are integrated and indivisible and
balance the three dimensions of sustainable development: the economic, social and
environmental”. This quotation epitomizes two key challenges related to the implementation
issue: (a) The SDGs and targets are integrated and indivisible, and (b) the goals and targets
balance the three dimensions: the economic, social and environmental.

(a) The first part of the quotation emphasizes the rich interconnectedness, i.e. an internal
network of relations between the many goals and targets, and correspondingly between a
large number of possible interventions that are outlined in the descriptions of goals and
targets. This internal network of relations constitutes the basis for implementation. The inner
network opens up to numerous possible interactions – or interlinkages – between these
interventions. – If an intervention is directed toward one specific goal or target, the
anticipated changes might generate changes in a number of other goals and targets. These
might in turn cause changes in other targets, and so on. The complex patterns of interactions
that emerge should be addressed by any implementation approach. An illustration of the
complexity of the possible interlinkages between 16 of the SDGs is shown in Figure 2.

The complexity of the interaction patterns calls for application of a systemic approach to
implementation of the SDGs, in the sense that the implementation has to address the totality
of the SDGs and targets in an integrated way. One possible option for doing so is to put
analytical focus on the entire network of interactions among goals and targets. Such a
network analysis approach has been adopted by Le Blanc (2015). Another path for pursuing
this objective has been developed by Coopman et al. (2015), who present methodologies to
analyse the implications of the indivisibility of the SDGs. The core is a method for identifying
interlinkages and assessing their strength. These two approaches leave space for taking into
account the dynamical aspects of the interactions. It is not unlikely that several other
approaches might be found in the literature that addresses the ‘integrated and indivisible’
character of the SDGs.

_________________________
19 cf. OECD (2001)
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Figure 2. A graphical illustration of possible interlinkages among 16 of the SDGs (SDG-17 is left out).
Source: Global Sustainable Development Report 2015 20

(b) The goals and targets are assumed to balance the three dimensions: the economic, social
and environmental. The emphasis on “goals and targets balance the three dimensions” in the
very definition of sustainable development implies indirectly the claim, that the economic,
social and environmental dimensions are mutually supportive. Thus the requirement to an
implementation approach analysis is to set the three dimensions “in such relationship that
policy settings in any one field will not undermine future outcomes in any other and will,
hopefully, enhance them”. 21

In the literature, the ‘environmental dimension’ is sometimes named the ‘ecological
dimension’ or the ‘biophysical dimension’ (the latter refers to the biosphere). These names
remind us of a logical internal hierarchy between of the three dimensions: The economy is
embedded in society, and both are embedded in the biosphere. This implies that the
_________________________
20 United Nations (2015b): 22

21 OECD (2001): 5. In this source the terms ’pillar’ and ‘field’ are used for ’dimension’.
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ecological dimension is considerably different from the social and the economic. Numerous
observations and scientific evidence pinpoint the fact that there are boundary conditions
defining the stability of life-supporting ecosystems, – locally as well as globally. Such
conditions are neither of social nor economic character. It is contested whether such
boundaries may set limits to economic growth. 22 This is not the place to settle this question,
but it is worth maintaining the importance of including possible implications of the internal
hierarchy of the three dimensions in the analysis of how ‘balancing’ can take place in practice.
The 2030 Agenda is underpinned by neoclassical economic theory

One of the criticisms raised against the 2030 Agenda is the adherence to the goal of continued
economic growth. This objective is explicitly – and intricately – formulated in SDG-8
(‘Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive
employment and decent work for all’), and it turns up several times in the 2030 Agenda
document. When you single out the economic growth part of SDG-8 (‘promote sustained and
sustainable economic growth’), and further observe other references to this issue in the
document – it seems obvious, that the 2030 Agenda is firmly attached to neoclassical
economics theory, including support to the earlier mentioned contested claim of ‘decoupling’
(cf. target 8.4). – However, it is not economic growth as an isolated objective, which is at the
centre of this criticism of the 2030 Agenda and the SDGs. A deeper concern draws attention to
the underlying economic model that pervades the 2030 Agenda (cf. next subsection).

In sustainability contexts statements like ‘integration’ of the three dimensions or ‘balanced in
an integrated manner’ are at most rather vaguely defined, – if specified at all. Nevertheless
the very formulation may leave readers with the perception, that the three systems do
interact in a clear way, that ‘integration’ is conducted more or less easily by use of common
sense, and that the three dimensions should be treated on an equal footing. But by getting
closer to ‘integration’, practical experience often reveals tensions or overt conflicts between
aspects of sustainability attributed to the three dimensions. Consider e.g. the economic and
the environmental system: there is a tension between sustained economic growth (GDP
growth, SDG-8) and climate change (‘Take urgent action to combat climate change and its
impacts’, SDG-13). Growth is mediated through increasing consumption of natural materials
and energy and – related to this – is leading to a higher outlet of greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere. Issues of this character may be traced back to opposing interests or priority
regimes between the three dimensions, and further back to corresponding relations between
professional knowledge derived from the underlying disciplines – as in the above case –
between economics and environmental science.
_________________________
22 One position claims technological innovations and adequate regulation of markets will succeed
in ‘absolute decoupling’ growth (i.e. growth in economic output, including material welfare) from
natural resource use and environmental degradation. A second orientation emphasizes that there
are limits to the rates at which natural resources can be appropriated to serve human purposes,
and hold that this implies limits to material growth.
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Diverse interpretations of sustainable development
An increasing amount of literature addresses the implementation of the SDGs, based on a
broad spectrum of interpretations of sustainable development, including SD-goals and
associated approaches to implementation (henceforth called ‘SD-models’). The 2030 Agenda
document itself displays an interpretation with three important properties
(1)

(2)

(3)

the economic, social and environmental dimensions (the three dimensions) are
explicitly in play
the intertwined SDGs are treated as integrated and indivisible – an ‘indivisible
whole’ – i.e. the rich interconnectedness is taken into account
neoclassical economics theory constitutes the economic underpinning of the
entire framework

Items (1) and (2) above do certainly comply with the prevailing thinking of sustainable
development since 1980s. However, there are some disquieting features of SD-models
founded on neoclassical economic theory (NET). These features include basic NET
claims/assumptions, as e.g.
* markets are self-regulating
* the economic system is ergodic
* rational economic man is a representative agent
* the economy is treated as being separate from society
* sustainable development is driven by growth
* sustainability is predictable

At this place the concern is to establish a foundation for evaluation of sustainable
development strategies and implementation approaches as described through the SDG
Framework. Taking into account the connective complexity of the SDG-target system and
expected non-linear dynamical character of interactions between goals and targets
(dynamical complexity), it is questionable whether NET, including the above-mentioned
claims/assumptions, is applicable as a general frame for comprehensive analyses of
sustainability issues. – It is therefore desirable that alternative SD evaluation bases become
available, underpinned by other economic frameworks than NET.
Other models of sustainable development

Actually there are other SD-models serving the same purpose as 2030 Agenda in its actual
form, complying with property (1) and (2), but underpinned by different economics
schools, 23 including
_________________________
23 There are minor variations in the vocabulary, cf. note 12
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* Ecological economics, cf. Daly (1992, 2005)
* Complexity economics, cf. Fontana (2008), Dolphin (2012), Hallsworth (2012),
Arthur (2013)
* Economics for a finite planet, cf. Jackson (2009, 2011)
* Doughnut economics, cf. Raworth (2017)

Ecological economics takes ecological constraints to sustainable development as a condition
of primary concern that cannot be reduced to externalities. The discipline further rejects
economic growth as the dominant development objective. – Complexity economics put focus
on a systemic – sometimes denoted as organic – approach, addressing evolutionary aspects of
SD, discarding the equilibrium assumption, and acknowledging the loss of certainty and of
generality. – Economics for a finite planet (sustainability economics) redefines prosperity, and
refuses to accept propositions in defence of growth and the claim of decoupling. – Doughnut
economics draws attention to definition of an ecological ceiling and a social foundation and
suggests going beyond the following seven issues that often are taken for granted in
traditional economics: GDP as a goal, self-contained markets, rational economic man,
mechanical equilibrium, unevenly balanced distribution, regeneration of nature by growth,
and growth addiction.
Still other SD-interpretations are based on different types of theoretical frameworks or
modes of thought, e.g. as described as
* Economy-in-Society-in-Nature, cf. Costanza, (2012)
* Network analysis, cf. Le Blanc (2015)
* Better balance between the three dimensions, cf. Cutter (2015)
* Interactions between Sustainable Development Goals, cf. Coopman (2015), Nilsson et
al. (2016)
* Social-ecological resilience and biosphere-based sustainability science, cf. Folke et al.
(2016)

The latter two groups of approaches to the SD-vision and its implementation (i.e. SD-models)
will expectedly provide other guidelines or approaches for realizing the 2030 Agenda than
those emanating from NET-based SD-models.
A diversity of SD-models is a prerequisite for continued exploration of and debates on
development. Try-out of a multitude of methods on how to realize the 2030 Agenda is
desirable. Thus there is a call for interdisciplinary cooperation, involving knowledge and
practical experience from many fields, as e.g. economics, ecology, climatology, computer
science, complexity studies, earth science, sustainability science, political science,
anthropology, sociology, etc.
The SD-models sparsely outlined in this section deserve a more detailed account. Such an
account should review sustainability goals and implementation approaches, based on
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scientific knowledge, and examined through the lenses of possible policy implications.
Exploration of this kind should be informed by experience from the science on science
advice (science and technology studies, STS) 24. However these topics fall beyond the scope
of this paper.

5

Concluding remarks

The 2030 Agenda represents a big leap forward
 2030 Agenda is a constructive attempt to address the goals and targets as a whole
 The combination of goals with targets, gives impetus to concrete actions for
promoting realization of the vision of sustainable development.
 A generally agreed Framework of Indicators is available for all actors to support
review and monitoring of progress
 The Agenda emphasizes that national governments cannot realize the
implementation alone. National stakeholders of all categories are encouraged to
contribute
 Nevertheless some criticism is worth considering

2030 Agenda has a political and an analytical/instrumental side
 The 2030 framework (incl. SDGs and targets) is an excellent platform as basis for
public awareness raising and debate among stakeholders on implementation
strategies and sustainability policies
 On the instrumental side the 2030 Agenda has some shortcomings due to its
underpinning economic model, the neoclassical economic theory (NET), which
includes e.g.
• assuming that markets are self-regulating and that the future in pathindependent
• assuming that economic decisions are rational
• disregarding the embeddedness of the economy in society
• assuming that sustainable development is driven by economic growth, but at
the same time disregarding capacity constraints of life-supporting
ecosystems
• NET may not accept the view that evolution of a dynamic system is
unknowable
• NET-based methods for quantitative assessment progress may assume that
sustainability is predictable, disregarding possible emerging challenges
*Future exploration of approaches for implementation of the SDGs

A wide landscape of SD-models is presently being explored concerning implementation
approaches with focus on diverse methodologies for treating the SDGs and the associated
targets as an indivisible entirety, and for monitoring and evaluating progress. These SD_________________________

24 Jasanoff (2013)
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models include promising system-based approaches that acknowledge the complexity of the
implementation elements.

There is a call for interdisciplinary cooperation, involving scholars from many fields. –
Careful comparisons between various SD-models are desirable, with a view to the broader
question of sustainability strategies and implementation approaches, examined through the
lenses of possible policy implications and informed by experience from the science on
science advice.
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